
Is It Cool ? Funky? Or Just WOW ?

* Breathtaking Rare Find In Tewantin 
* Has To Be Viewed To Be Appreciated 
* Family Built Home with Soaring Vaulted Timber Ceiling
* Inside / Outside Living at its Finest
* Bush backdrop with a myriad of birds
* First Time Ever Offered for Sale

Rob and Racheal of Robert James Realty invite you to view this
extraordinary home. A rare and unique opportunity for the Buyer
who likes something a little different. 

Unassuming is the first impression as you approach this home.
Pavillion style access between the home and the garage leads you
through a courtyard to hub of the home. As you enter into the main
open plan living, dining, kitchen area, it will be hard for you to keep
from gasping! The room is of gigantic proportion and features the
most impressive timber vaulted ceiling seen to date. Along with
such beauty inside, is the picturesque nature beyond, showcased
through banks of large wooden glass sliders surrounding the
majority of this room. Inside / outside living is what this home
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e is all about. A curved kitchen island bench is the centrepiece
ensuring entertaining is a pleasure for all involved. Quality
appliances, good storage and masses of bench space.

Alongside is the family room, highlighted with an angled timber
ceiling and a dedicated large timber and glass slider to the external
centre courtyard. Two bedrooms situated at the far end, one with
built-in robe and the other with a walk-in robe and direct access to
the two-way bathroom. The bathroom features a shower, large
corner bathtub and vanity. A separate toilet and laundry follow. This
wet area is so big, if needed, could be remodelled into two
bathrooms plus a laundry. A versatile layout which also has the
capability to possibly convert the garage into a third bedroom and
add a carport for car accommodation in the front. (STCA)

To the rear of the home, you will find a decent sized yard
surrounded by Tewantin National Park and Harlow Park. Rosellas,
King Parrots, Finches and Cockatoos are regular attractions. For the
Bike rider or bush walker, tracks galore! This is not your average
home. Don't miss out as an inspection is a must to appreciate this
truly unique property.

* Whilst all care is taken with information given on the property,
Robert James Realty does not warrant any planning or council
approvals and buyers are encouraged to do their own council
searches.
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